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Daniel Bisland, age 9 

This book is about 6 knights called: 

Sir Prancelot (the keen one) 

Sir Percy (the fussy one) 

Sir Garry (the gloomy one) 

Sir Tralahad (the musical one) 

Sir Bore de Gannet (ze French one) 

Sir AnGela (a girl in disguise) 

These six knights are very noisy and they 

get on peoples’ nerves; especially Sir 

Tralahad who follows the King around 

playing his irritating songs. King Artie and 

Queen Gwinnie decide that the knights 

should have their own meeting room, as 

they are irritating the whole castle. The 

knights get a table for their new room but it's not just any table – it's a drop-leaf 

table which is a table that folds in half. They also get chairs from the kitchen. 

Their room is now complete! So, they plan a party with French food made by Sir 

Bore de Gannet. However, the party turns into a big mess with food flying 

everywhere! 

But how? 

Why? 

You’ll have to read the book to find out! 

This book is super-readable and is brilliant for dyslexic readers 

because of the font used and the colour of the pages. If you like funny 

books, this is for you! I give it 5*****.  



 

Rose Spear, age 11 

The knights are annoying the King and Queen, so Queen Gwinny has an idea to 

give the knights there own room with a table but it's easier said than done.  

The Knights are always clanking around the corridors of the castle and its 

driving King Artie and Queen Gwinny up the wall. There are six knights who 

are Sir Prancelot (the keen one), Sir Percy (the fussy one), Sir Gary (the gloomy 

one), Sir Tralahad (the musical one), Sir bore de gannet (ze French one) and Sir 

Angela (she's a girl in disguise). Queen Gwinny has a brilliant idea to give the 

knights there own room with a table which they can sit at but this is easier said 

than done. 

This book is full of laughter and excitement and it is easy for 

younger children to read too. It also has brilliant illustrations and a 

great story line. My favourite character is Sir Angela because she is very 

thoughtful and she tries very hard to blend in. She even changes her name to Sir 

Angela. 

This is a great book and I would recommend this to all smaller children who like 

a funny book.  

 

Nate Anderson, age 8 

This wasn't the best book l have read because I didn't find the story that 

interesting. The drop leaf table was a bit strange! However there was good 

detail and I liked the end bit because the song was funny.  

 

Finn Wade, age 10  

Fantastic book, easy to read funny story would recommend to 

anyone that struggles to read. I felt this book was very good, because the 

story line was tremendous. The way the story was wrote meant I was able to 

read it. I found all the characters likeable and there were some really funny 

jokes. I found the book as a whole very enjoyable and struggled to put the book 

down.   

    

 

 

  


